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	When I started pre-production on the movie that served as the inspiration

	for this book, I was, like you, vaguely familiar with Smoke and curious about

	what its integrated capabilities could bring to my workfl ow. And like you, I was

	new to its ways — just a raw recruit. Over the course of editing my fi lm and

	participating in its compositing (alongside vastly more experienced Smoke

	artists than myself), and within the span of three versions of the software, I was

	in a position to know which aspects of Smoke were easy to pick up and which

	would require more in-depth explanation. In essence, I was the very fi rst student

	of this book.





	Autodesk has been making huge strides in making Smoke friendlier

	application than previous versions. It’s no secret that Smoke has a unique

	interface; reworking it for wider accessibility is a challenge in that the very

	power that Smoke brings to the post-production experience is what makes it

	more complex to learn. Fortunately, Autodesk has done a great job of moving

	the user interface forward in a way that enhances usability without sacrifi cing

	functionality.





	This book distills my experiences editing and compositing my movie using

	Smoke, providing you with a fun series of real-world lessons that teach you

	this application’s many layers as an editor, a compositing environment, and a

	fi nishing tool that let you incorporate sophisticated effects at the very earliest

	stages of your edit. It also extends your workfl ow by adding high-quality

	greenscreen keying, 3D compositing, color correction, and text effects to

	help you complete even the most sophisticated of projects in one integrated

	application.





	It’s often said, but truly I hope this book is as fun to read as it was to write.
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Visual Data Mining: The VisMiner ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A visual approach to data mining.


	Data mining has been defined as the search for useful and previously unknown patterns in large datasets, yet when faced with the task of mining a large dataset, it is not always obvious where to start and how to proceed. 


	This book introduces a visual methodology for data...
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Green Planet: How Plants Keep the Earth AliveRutgers University Press, 2009

	Plants are not just a pretty part of the landscape; they keep the entire planet, with all of its human and nonhuman inhabitants, alive. Stanley Rice documents the many ways in which plants do this by making oxygen, regulating the greenhouse effect, controlling floods, and producing all the food in the world. Plants also create natural...
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Getting a Big Data Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Hone your analytic talents and become part of the next big thing


	Getting a Big Data Job For Dummies is the ultimate guide to landing a position in one of the fastest-growing fields in the modern economy. Learn exactly what "big data" means, why it's so important across all industries, and how you can...
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Inside the Mind of the Shopper: The Science of RetailingFT Press, 2009

	What do you really do when you shop? The answers are fascinating and, for retailers, they're cash in the bank. In Inside the Mind of the Shopper: The Science of Retailing, world-renowned retail consultant Dr. Herb Sorensen, Ph.D. uncovers the truth about the retail shopper and rips away the myths and mistakes...
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Windows XP Media Center Edition 2004 PC for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Welcome to Windows XP Media Center Edition 2004 PC For Dummies. What a mouthful! But each word is important, nay, critical! This book is about Microsoft’s next generation of operating system, Windows XP. But this is not an ordinary piece of software — Media Center 2004 is Microsoft’s major push to merge the computing and...
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UML for Database DesignAddison Wesley, 2001
The Unified Modeling Language (UML), the standard graphical notation for  modeling business and software application needs, has emerged as an effective  modeling tool for database design. When used as a common modeling language for  the many facets of system development, the UML can serve as a unifying framework  that facilitates...
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